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We give a structure theorem for pointed Hopf algebras of dimension p3, having
coradical kC , where k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero.p
Combining this with previous results, we obtain the complete classification of all
pointed Hopf algebras of dimension p3. Q 1998 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION AND PRELIMINARIES
Recent publications have been devoted to classifying finite-dimensional
Hopf algebras over an algebraically closed field of characteristic zero.
Nevertheless, except for certain small dimensions, there is only one situa-
tion in which the classification was completed, that is in the case of prime
w xdimension p 12 . While the classification of finite-dimensional Hopf
algebras of a given dimension seems to be a very difficult task, some
subclasses, like semisimple or pointed Hopf algebras, have been classified
for certain dimensions.
2 w xFor dimension p it was proved in 7 that all semisimple Hopf algebras
are group algebras, and it seems to be ``folklore'' that all pointed Hopf
algebras are group algebras and Taft Hopf algebras the idea for proving
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w x.this appeared for the first time in 9, Sect. 4.3 . Semisimple Hopf algebras
3 w xof dimension p were classified in 6 by using extensions of Hopf algebras.
Pointed Hopf algebras of dimension pn with a coradical that is the group
ny1 w xalgebra of an abelian group of order p were classified in 3 , and the
proof was essentially based on the famous Taft]Wilson Theorem. In
particular, we know all Hopf algebras of dimension p3 with coradical kC 2p
 .or k C = C . These can be produced by starting with one of these groupp p
algebras, adding an indeterminate by an Ore extension, and then factoring
by a Hopf ideal. In this paper we complete the classification of pointed
Hopf algebras of dimension p3. The case in which the coradical is kC isp
more difficult, and it turns out that there are two classes of such Hopf
algebras. Both of them can be produced by Ore extension construction,
using nonzero derivations for one of the two classes. For p s 2 the two
classes are equal; in fact, they contain only one object. Basically, our
technique consists of proving that such a Hopf algebra contains two Taft
Hopf algebras, with kC as their intersection.p
The examples with nonzero derivations have appeared in the literature
w x10, 4 as quantum groups constructed for the purpose of computing knots
and 3-manifold invariants. For p s 2, the Hopf algebra that occurs was
w xused in 4 to compute invariants of lens spaces.
After we submitted this paper, we learned that the classification was
w x w xalso done independently in 1 and 11 . However, it seems that the three
approaches are very different.
Throughout, k is an algebraically closed field of characteristic 0. We use
w x  .the notation of 8 . If H is a Hopf algebra, then G H will denote the
group of grouplike elements of H, and H , H , . . . will denote the coradi-0 1
 .  .cal filtration of H. H is called pointed if H s kG H . If g, h g G H ,0
 <  . 4  .then P s x g H D x s x m g q h m x is the set of g, h -primitiveg , h
 .elements. If H is finite-dimensional, there are no nonzero 1, 1 -primitive
elements.
 . X  .For g, h g G H let P be a complement of k g y h in P . Weg , h g , h
wwill need the version of the Taft]Wilson Theorem proved in 8, Theo-
xrem 5.4.1 .
THEOREM 0.1. Let H be a pointed Hopf algebra. Then
 .  X .1 H s H [ [ P .1 0 g , hg GH . g , h
 .  .2 For any n G 1 and c g H , there exist c in H andn g , h g , hg GH .
 .w g H m H such that c s  c and D c s c m g qny1 ny1 g , hg GH . g , h g , h g , h
h m c q w.g , h
 .The first part of the theorem shows that G H is not trivial if H is
pointed, nontrivial, and finite-dimensional.
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For l a primitive pth root of 1, denote by T the Taft Hopf algebra ofl
dimension p2 with generators c and x such that
c p s 1, x p s 0, xc s lcx
D c s c m c, D x s c m x q x m 1, « c s 1, « x s 0. .  .  .  .
There are p y 1 such nonisomorphic Taft Hopf algebras.
We will use the q-binomial coefficients and the q-binomial formula as in
w x5, Chap. 4 .
1. CORADICAL kCp
Throughout this section H will be a Hopf algebra of dimension p3 with
 .Corad H s kC .p
 .LEMMA 1.1. There exist c g G H , x g H, and l, a primiti¨ e pth root
 .of 1, such that xc s lcx and D x s c m x q x m 1. The Hopf subalgebra T
generated by c and x is a Taft Hopf algebra.
Proof. The Taft]Wilson theorem ensures the existence of some c g
 .  .G H such that P / k 1 y c . If f : P ª P is the map defined by1, c 1, c 1, c
 . y1 pf a s c ac for every a g H, then f s Id, so P has a basis of1, c
 .eigenvectors for f. Let x be such an eigenvector, which is not in k 1 y c ,
and let l be the corresponding eigenvalue. If l s 1, then the Hopf
subalgebra T generated by c and x is commutative, and hence involutory.
Now the Larson]Radford Theorem states that a Hopf algebra over an
algebraically closed field of characteristic zero is cosemisimple if and only
if it is involutory. So T is cosemisimple of dimension bigger than p, and
 .this is in contradiction to Corad H s kC . We conclude that l / 1,p
which ends the proof of the first statement.
 . pFrom the fact that D x s c m x q x m 1, it easily follows that x is
p .1, 1 -primitive, and x s 0. This shows that T is a Taft Hopf algebra.
In this section T will be the Hopf subalgebra generated by c and x. The
 .n q 1 th term T in the coradical filtration of T is the subspace spannedn
by all ci x j with j F n. In particular, T s T.py1
In the sequel, we will assume that the sum over an empty family is zero.
LEMMA 1.2. Let a g H be such that
py1 ny1
i jD a s g m a q a m 1 q ¨ m c x 1 .  .  i , j
is0 js0
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 .for some g g G H , n F p, and ¨ g H. Theni, j
ny1
jD a q ¨ s g m a q ¨ q a q ¨ m 1 q ¨ m x , 2 .  .  .  .0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 0, j
js1
and for all 1 F r F n y 1,
D ¨ s g m ¨ q ¨ m cny r .0, nyr 0, nyr 0, nyr
ry1
n y r q i ny r iq ¨ m c x 3 . 0, nyrqi /i lis1
Proof. We have that
D m I D a s g m g m a q g m a m 1 q a m 1 m 1 .  .
py1 py1ny1 ny1
i j i jq ¨ m c x m 1 q D ¨ m c x .   i , j i , j
is0 js0 is0 js0
and
I m D D a s g m g m a q g m a m 1 q a m 1 m 1 .  .
py1 ny1
i jq g m ¨ m c x  i , j
is0 js0
py1 jny1
j iq jys s i jysq ¨ m c x m c x .   i , j /s lis0 js0 ss0
Looking at the terms with 1 on the third tensor position, we find
py1 ny1 ny1
i j j¨ m c x q D ¨ s g m ¨ q ¨ m x q ¨ m 1, .  i , j 0, 0 0, 0 0, j 0, 0
is0 js0 js1
 .and now we obtain 2 , since
py1 ny1
i j¨ m c x s D a y g m a y a m 1. .  i , j
is0 js0
ny r  .Looking at the terms with x on the third position, we find 3 .
The key step is to show that there exist skew-primitives that are not
in T.
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 .LEMMA 1.3. dim H ) 2 p.1
 .Proof. Suppose dim H F 2 p. Since T : H , we have H s T . In1 1 1 1 1
 .particular, dim P s 2 only for ¨ s cu.u, ¨
Step 1. We prove by induction on n F p y 1 that H s T . Assumen n
that H s T and H / T , and pick some h g H y T . Writeny1 ny1 n n n n
h s  h as in the Taft]Wilson Theorem, and pick some h gu, ¨ g GH . u, ¨ u, ¨
H y T . Denoting g s uy1 ¨ , we have that a s uy1 h g H y T andn n u, ¨ n n
py1 ny1
i jD a s g m a q a m 1 q ¨ m c x , .   i , j
is0 js0
with ¨ g T . Let b s a q ¨ g H y T . Lemma 1.2 shows thati, j ny1 0, 0 n n
 . ny1 nD ¨ s g m ¨ q ¨ m c . If g / c , we have ¨ g H ,0, ny1 0, ny1 0, ny1 0, ny1 0
 .and then D b g H m H q H m H , which is a contradiction, since0 ny2
n  n ny1. ny1b f H . Hence g s c and ¨ s a c y c q bc for someny1 0, ny1
a , b g k, b / 0. We have that
D b y cn m b y b m 1 y a cn m x ny1 y cny1 m x ny1 .  .
y bcny1 x m x ny1 g H m H q H m H . 4 .ny2 0
Since
D x ny1 y cn m x ny1 y x ny1 m 1 q cn m x ny1 y cny1 m x ny1 .  . .
g H m H q H m Hny2 0
and
nn n n n ny1 ny1D x y c m x y x m 1 y c x m x g H m H , . . ny2 /1 l
ny1 n y1 n .  .  .relation 4 implies that b9 s b q a x y b x satisfies D b9 yl1
cn m b9 y b9 m 1 g H m H q H m H. Therefore b9 g H s Tny2 0 ny1 ny1
and b g T l H s T , providing a contradiction.n n
Step 2. We have from Step 1 that H s T s T / H . By usingpy1 py1 p
the Taft]Wilson Theorem and Lemma 1.2 as in Step 1, we find some
 . py1 jb g H y T with D b s 1 m b q b m 1 q  ¨ m x for some ¨ g Tp js1 j j
 p .note that we need here c s 1 . We use induction to show that for any
1 F m F p there exists b g H y T such thatm p
pym py1
j j pyj jD b s 1 m b q b m 1 q w m x q a c x m x 5 .  . m m m j j
js1 jspym
for some w g T , a g k.j j
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 py1. py1For m s 1, we see again as in Step 1 that ¨ s a 1 y c q bc xpy1
for some a , b g k, b / 0. Observe that
1 y c py1 m x py1 q D x py1 y 1 m x py1 y x py1 m 1 .  . .
g T m T . j
jFpy2
py1  .Applying Lemma 1.2 to a s b q a x in the case n s p y 1 , we obtain
a b as wanted.1
 .Assume that we have found b for some 1 F m F p y 1 satisfying 5 .m
 .Applying relation 3 to b and r s m, we obtainm
D ¨ s D a c pym x m .  .0, pym pym
m
m py i i pym myis a c x m c xpym  /i lis0
s 1 m a c pym x m q a c pym x m m 1pym pym
my1 p y m q i pymqi myi pym iq a c x m c x pymqi /i lis1
and
my1
m pymqi myi pym ia c x m c x pym /i lis1
my1 p y m q i pymqi myi pym is a c x m c x , pymqi /i lis1
which implies that
p y m q im
a s a 6 .pym pymqi /  /i il l
 .for every 1 F i F m y 1. For r s m q 1 relation 3 gives
D w s 1 m w q w m c pymy1 .pymy1 pymy1 pymy1
m p y m q i y 1 pymqiy1 myiq a c x pymqiy1 /i lis1
m c pymy1 x i.
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On the other hand, we have
D c pymy1 x mq 1 s 1 m c pymy1 x mq 1 q c pymy1 x mq 1 m c pymy1 .
m
m q 1 pymqiy1 myi pymy1 iq c x m c x .  /i lis1
 .We obtain the following identities after we apply 6 with i replaced by
 .i y 1 first equality and some elementary computation with l-factorials
 .second equality :
p y m q i y 1
apymqiy1 /i l
y1
p y m q i y 1 p y m q i y 1ms apym / /  /i y 1i i y 1ll l
y1p y m m q 1 m q 1s apym /  / / 1 i1 l ll
We obtain that
y1p y m m q 1 pymy1 mq1
py my1D w y c a x g P .pymy1 pym c , 1 / / /11 ll
As c pym / 1, we find
y1p y m m q 1 pymy1 mq1 pymy1w y c x s a 1 y c .pymy1  / / 11 ll
for some a g k. Since
1 y c pymy1 m x pymy1 q D x pymy1 y 1 m x pymy1 y x pymy1 m 1 .  . .
g T m T , j
j-pymy1
pymy1  .we can apply Lemma 1.2 to b q a x and get a b satisfying 5 .m mq1
 .Step 3. Take a b s b satisfying 5 :p
py1
j pyj jD b s 1 m b q b m 1 q a c x m x . 7 .  . j
js1
 .  .  .It follows easily that D bc y cb s c m bc y cb q bc y cb m c, and
bc s cb. Furthermore
D bx y xb q a q l py1a y a y l2a x 2 m x py1 .  .py2 py1 py1 py2
g H m H q H m H . 8 .0 py2
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 .Applying 6 with i s 1, m s 2, we obtain
l py1 y 1
l q 1 a s a . py2 py1l y 1
and
l2 y 1 a y l py1 y 1 a s 0. .  .py2 py1
2 py1  .We see that the coefficient of x m x is 0 in 8 and bx y xb g H spy1
q  .T. Clearly, d s bx y xb g T s T l Ker « . The relations bc s cb, bx y
 .xb s d , and 7 show that the algebra generated by c, b, and x is a Hopf
subalgebra of H, so it is the whole of H by the Nichols]Zoeller Theorem
w x q q8, Corollary 3.2.1 . They also show that T H s HT , which means that T
is a normal Hopf subalgebra. Hence we have an extension of Hopf
q q Ã Ãalgebras T ª H ª HrT H. But in HrT H we have c s 1, x s 0, and bÃ Ã
 . q  .is 1, 1 -primitive, thus 0. We obtain HrT H , k, and then dim H s
 .dim T , which provides a final contradiction.
 .At this point we know that there are two different cases: 3 F dim P ,1, c
 .or there exists g / c such that 2 F dim P . In the first case let us pick1, g
some y g P y kx such that yc s mcy for some primitive pth root m of1, c
 .1 recall that P has a basis of eigenvectors for the conjugation by c . In1, c
the second case pick y g P such that yg s m gy for some m / 1. Write1, g
d  .g s c in the first case we will take d s 1 .
 q i j < 4LEMMA 1.4. The set c x y 0 F q, i, j F p y 1 is a basis of H.
Proof. We prove by induction on 1 F n F 2 p y 2 that the set B sn
 q i j < 4c x y 0 F q, i, j F p y 1 and i q j F n is linearly independent. For n s 1
this follows from the Taft]Wilson Theorem. Suppose that B is linearlyn
independent and take  py1  a cq x i y j s 0. Applying D, weqs0 iqjF nq1 q, i, j
find
py1 ji ji sd jyt . qqiysqd jyt . s ta l c x y    q , i , j  /  /s l t mqs0 iqjFnq1 ss0 ts0
m cq x iys y jy t s 0.
 . Fix some triple q , i , j with i q j s n q 1 and assume i / 0 other-0 0 0 0 0 0
.wise j / 0 and we proceed in a similar way . Take f g H* mapping0
cq0qi 0y1 qd j0 x to 1 and any other element of B to 0, and c g H* mappingn
cq0 x i0y1 y j0 to 1 and the rest of B to 0. Applying f m c , we find thatn
a s 0. Now all of the a are zero by the induction hypothesis.q , i , j q, i, j0 0 0
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COROLLARY 1.5. B spans H for e¨ery 0 F n F 2 p y 2.n n
Proof. We prove by induction on 1 F n F 2 p y 2 that B y B :n ny1
H y H . This is clear for n s 1. For the induction step, pick x i y j gn ny1
B y B . Thennq1 n
ji jii j sd jyt . iysqd jyt . s t iys jytD x y s l c x y m x y .    /  /s l t mss0 ts0
g H m H q H m H ,0 n
and x i y j g H . Assuming again that i / 0, choose f, c g H* suchnq1
 iqd jy1 .  iy1 j.  .  .that f c x s c x y s 1, f B s 0, and c B s 0.0 ny1
 . .  .  i j..Then f m c H m H q H m H s 0, while f m c D x y0 ny1
d j i jis l / 0, and this shows that x y f H . / n1 l
We now define some Hopf algebras. If l is a primitive pth root of 1 and
 .1 F i F p y 1 an integer, we denote by H l, i the Hopf algebra with
generators c, x, y defined by
c p s 1, x p s y p s 0, xc s lcx , yc s lyi cy , yx s lyi xy
D c s c m c, D x s c m x q x m 1, D y s ci m y q y m 1. .  .  .
 .We also denote by H l the Hopf algebra with generators c, x, y definedd
by
c p s 1, x p s y p s 0, xc s lcx ,
yc s ly1cy , yx s ly1 xy q c2 y 1
D c s c m c, D x s c m x q x m 1, D y s c m y q y m 1. .  .  .
 .Note that for p s 2 the only Hopf algebra of the second type, H y1 , isd
 .equal to H y1, 1 .
Remark 1.6. Suppose that p is odd, and let q be a primitive pth root of
 2 .unity. The referee kindly pointed out to us that H q is thed
 . y1Frobenius]Lusztig kernel U sl 9 with the canonical generators c , c,q 2
xcy1, and y.
3  .THEOREM 1.7. Let H be a Hopf algebra of dimension p with Corad H s
 .  .kC . Then H is isomorphic either to some H l or to some H l, i .p d
Proof. We first consider an odd prime p. We distinguish the following
cases.
Case 1. x, y g P . Then yx g H , and since B spans H , we have1, c 2 2 2
ny1
i 2 i i 2yx s a c x q b c xy q g c y q d 9 . . i i i
is0
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for some a , b , g g k, d g H . Applying D and replacing everywhere yxi i i 1
 .by the right-hand side in 9 , we find
ny1
2 i 2 2 i 2 i 2 i 2a c m c x q b c m c xy q g c m c y q a c x m 1 i i i i
is0
qb ci xy m 1 q g ci y2 m 1.i i
q c2 m d q d m 1 q mcy m x q cx m y
ny1
2iq2 i 2 i 2 i iq1 is a c m c x q c x m c q c x m c x i  / /1 lis0
ny1
2iq2 i 2 i 2 i iq1 iq g c m c y q c y m c q c y m c y i  / /1 mis0
ny1
iq2 i i i iq1 i iq1 iq b c m c xy q c xy m c q c y m c x q lc x m c y . i
is0
q D d .
Since B is linearly independent, we get a s g s 0 for all i looking at2 i i
iq1 i iq1 i .the coefficients of c x m c x and c y m c y , b s 0 for any i / 0i
 iq2 i . looking at the coefficient of c m c xy , b l s 1 looking at the coeffi-0
.  .cient of cx m y , m s b looking at the coefficient of cy m x , and0
 . 2 y1  2 .2D d s c m d q d m 1. Thus m s l and d g P s k c y 1 . If d s1, c
 .  .0, then H , H l, 1 . If d / 0, then H , H i .d
Case 2. x g P , y g P , where g s cd / c. Writing again yx as in1, c 1, g
 .9 and applying D, we find
ny1
i 2 i i 2 i 2a cg m c x q b cg m c xy q g cg m c y q a c x m 1 i i i i
is0
qb ci xy m 1 q g ci y2 m 1.i i
q cg m d q d m 1 q mcy m x q gx m y
ny1
2iq2 i 2 i 2 i iq1 is a c m c x q c x m c q c x m c x i  / /1 lis0
ny1
2i 2 i 2 i 2 i i iq g c g m c y q c y m c q c gy m c y i  / /1 mis0
ny1
iq1 i i i iq1 i d i iq b c g m c xy q c xy m c q c y m c x q l c gx m c y . i
is0
q D d . .
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Since B is linearly independent, we obtain that a s g s 0 for any i,2 i i
d  .b s 0 for any i / 0, b s m, l b s 1, and D d s d m 1 q cg m d . Thusi 0 0
yd  dq1 .  .dq 1m s l and d g P s k c y 1 . If d s 0, then H , H l, i . If1, c
d / 0, then
yxc s b xy q d c s b m xcy q dc s lb mcxy q dc, .0 0 0
and
yxc s l ycx s lmcyx s lmc b xy q d s lmb cxy q lmcd . .0 0
These show that lm s 1, and this implies d s 1, which is impossible.
2 2  q q q q < 4If p s 2, then x s y s 0 and B s c , c x, c y, c xy 0 F q F p y 1 ,2
 .so in Eq. 9 we consider from the beginning that a s g s 0, and thei i
proof works with the same computations.
 .  .The number of types of Hopf algebras of the form H l and H l, id
w xhas been evaluated in 2, Sect. 6 .
 .  .  .  .PROPOSITION 1.8. 1 H l, i , H m, j if and only if either l, i s
 . y1  .m, j or m s l and ij ' 1 mod p .
 .  .  .2 H l , H m if and only if l s m.d d
 .  .  .3 If p is odd, then no one of the H m is isomorphic to any H l, i .d
 .2COROLLARY 1.9. If p is odd, then there exist p y 1 r2 types of Hopf
 .  .algebras of the form H l, i and p y 1 types of the form H l . If p s 2,d
 .  .then there is only one Hopf algebra of the form H l, i , namely, H y1, 1 ,
 .and it is equal to H y1 .d
2. THE CLASSIFICATION
Let H be a pointed Hopf algebra of dimension p3. We have seen that
the coradical of H cannot be of dimension 1. By the Nichols]Zoeller
  ..  2 34   ..Theorem we have dim Corad H g p, p , p . If dim Corad H s p,
 .then Corad H s kC , and this case was discussed in Section 1. Ifp
  .. 2  .  .  .2dim Corad H s p , then Corad H s kC or Corad H s k C = C ,p p p
w xand the classification in these cases was made in 3 , where pointed Hopf
n  . ny1algebras H of dimension p with abelian G H of order p are
classified. To present this classification we first introduce some Hopf
algebras.
For every l / 1 and i such that l p
2 s 1 and li is a primitive pth root
 .2of 1, H l, i is the Hopf algebra with generators c and x andp
c p
2 s 1, x p s 0, xc s lcx
D c s c m c, D x s ci m x q x m 1. .  .
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 .  .2 2Two such Hopf algebras H l, i and H m, j are isomorphic if andp p
only if there exists h not divisible by p such that m s lh and i ' hj
 2 . w xmod p 3, Lemma 5 .
 .If l is a primitive pth root of 1, we denote by H l the Hopf algebra
with generators c and x defined by
c p
2 s 1, x p s c p y 1, xc s lcx
D c s c m c, D x s c m x q x m 1. .  .
Ä Ä .  . w xThen H l , H m if and only if l s m 3, Lemma 6 .
w xThe classification in this case is now a consequence of 3, Theorem 2 .
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let H be a pointed Hopf algebra of dimension p3.
 .  .  .i If Corad H s k C = C , then H , T m kC , where T is onep p l p l
of the Taft Hopf algebras, and there exist p y 1 types of such Hopf algebras.
 .  .  .2 2ii If Corad H s kC , then H is isomorphic either to some H l, ip p
Ä .  .or to a H l , and there are 3 p y 1 types of such Hopf algebras.
  .. 3Finally, if dim Corad H s p , then H is the group algebra of one of
the following groups: C = C = C , C 2 = C , C 3 , G s C 2 i C , G sp p p p p p 1 p p 2
C i C 2 , where G , G are the two types of nontrivial semidirect prod-p p 1 2
ucts. We now have the complete classification of pointed Hopf algebras of
dimension p3.
THEOREM 2.2. Let H be a pointed Hopf algebra of dimension p3. Then H
Ä .  .  .is isomorphic to one of the following: H l , H l, i , H l , T m kC , whered l p
 .2l is a primiti¨ e pth root of 1, H l, i for some l / 1 and i such thatp
p2 i  .  .2l s 1, and l is a primiti¨ e pth root of 1, k C = C = C , k C = C ,p p p p p
 .  .  .3k C , k G , k G .p 1 2
 . .If p is odd, then there are p y 1 p q 9 r2 q 5 such types. If p s 2,
then there are 10 types.
w x w x w xNote added in proof : Combining our results with the results in 6 , 7 , and 12 , we find
the complete classification of all Hopf algebras of dimension p3 that have a Hopf algebra as
 . 2coradical p odd . Indeed, if the coradical of H has dimension p or p , then it is a group
w x w xalgebra, because it is semisimple, and because of the classification results in 12 and 7 , and
it follows that H is pointed. If the coradical of H has dimension p3, then H is semisimple. In
w x 36, Theorem 3.1 it is proved that there are p q 8 semisimple Hopf algebras of dimension p .
The intersection of the two classifications consists of the five group algebras, and we conclude
 2 . 3that there are in total p q 10 p q 7 r2 Hopf algebras of dimension p with a Hopf algebra
filtration.
This does not give the complete classification of all Hopf algebras of dimension p3. To see
Ä . wthis, we consider the Hopf algebra H l introduced at the beginning of this section. In 2,
xExample 3.4 it is shown that H* is not pointed, and it is clear that it is not semisimple, since
that would imply that the coradical of H would be the whole of H. Thus the coradical of H
is not a Hopf algebra.
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